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Sixty-nine of one hundred local preachers in Southern Rhodesia.

EDITORIAL
November 11
o'clock a.m., the date of this
A
issue, will be the two minute traditional period of national silence. What
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a flood of memories accompany the
silence!
Known as Armistice Day since November 11, 1918, how significant the
name, Armistice. It means: "a temporary suspension of hostilities." I still remember the sight, standing in Flanders
Field, France, looking over dozens of
square miles of undergrowth. Thirtyfour years later, a vast waste area between opposite knolls, represented a
grim reminder of hundreds of thousands
of destroyed lives. There are many buried, unexploded shells. Hence, any land
disturbance means more death.
A factor in forgetting Flanders is the
increased degree of destruction to life
and property since 1918, never even imagined then. What a flood of anguish.
Two minutes of sober reflection on the
war holocausts of the twentieth century
is maddening. And the worst is not yet.
If those who perished for a so-called
good cause were able to evaluate today's
world, what would they say? We who
yet live would be remiss in the highest
order not to acknowledge and revere the
memory of those who paid so supremely.
A world bent on unrighteousness, fulfilling the lusts of the flesh, ruled by the
principle of selfishness is hopelessly in
difficulty. Each self-inspired extricating
movement of sinful man ends in greater
quagmire and despair. Thus it has been
and ever will be.
Strange as it may seem, when Jesus
taught concerning "who is my neighbor"
in the parable of the Good Samaritan,
He majored on the helpless victim. Why
does He accept as per se the presence of
the robbers. Certainly He could have
given the final word on what to do with
these wicked men. It so happens that
lawlessness is not a Jericho road problem, it is a human heart problem.
Wherever you have a lawless heart, a
Jericho road problem exists.
This is not to be construed that lawlessness is of no concern to Christians.
Indeed, Christians are the most sensitive
to these aberrations. They respect and
co-operate with forces of law and order
that seek to hold evil in check. But then,
they go the further step, preach, promote and practice a gospel that transforms men's lives.
Lawlessness and suffering are inseparable. They have together wreaked
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their way through the course of human
history. The church must ever be moved
by the shrieks and cries of victims. The
great task of Christians is to minister.
Citadels and fortresses of evil must be
made to crumble within the human
heart. A nation is no better than the
"salty'' Christians who live in it. Who
would dare to say that North America is
godly? By the sufferance of the Divine
we continue to exist. Thank God for the
"salt" and "light" that yet remaineth.
We bow our hearts to God this day in
deep, quiet reflection, humble confession of sin, importuning divine grace to
adequately serve in today's sea of human
need.
j . N. H.

Power Unlimited
Dr. V. R. Edman,
President, Wheaton College
has witnessed such an
Tlocking
outburst of physical power in the unof the atom and in the harnessHIS GENERATION

ing of electronics that we are not surprised by anything the physical scientists
produce. Atomic energy, hydrogen
bombs, electronic computers, intercontinental ballistic missiles, space travel,
moon probes we witness, and hardly
wonder, what next?
Many of the products we buy daily in
the supermarket or in the drug store
never existed ten or even five or less
years ago; and there is no telling what
will appear tomorrow. In all this display
of scientific development and expansion
of power, we may be inclined to forget
that mankind in days past has produced
an even greater power. It was the power
which unlocked the minds of men and
made available the spread of information wherever mankind had learned to
read.
Thomas Carlyle spoke reservedly in
Past and Present when he declared that
"He who first shortened the labor of
copyists by a device of Movable Types
was dispensing hired armies, and cashiering most Kings and Senates and creating a whole new democratic world: he
had invented the art of printing."
There are devices for measuring the
tremendous potential in output of energy from any physical power produced
by man, prodigious as that may be, but
who can measure the impact of Gutenburg's invention of the printing press?
By a mechanical device which to us
seems absurdly simple — by an idea
which may not seem novel to us, much
less world-shaking—the first crude printing press of the fifteenth century and the

use of movable type made available the
expansion of knowledge beyond our
power to comprehend or to measure.
It is significant that Gutenberg's first
product was the Bible. That printing
proved to be the beginning of a worldwide flood of God's Word published by
Bible societies in many lands, with the
Book of Books translated in whole or in
part to more than a thousand tongues.
In its train over the centuries followed a
flood of good books which continues to
increase today. A world without books
is unthinkable to us, and yet such was
largely the case a half-millennium ago.
To be sure, wicked men have likewise
learned the value of the printing press
and the printed page. Just as the Scriptures and good books have been multiplied by the millions, so wickedness, depravity and darkness have been spread
by evil literature. For example, who can
measure the amount of evil which has
been wrought in the past century
through the writing, publishing and
scattering abroad of Das Kapital by
Karl Marx? In many parts of America
and elsewhere, vile and vicious books
are being made available, especially to
young and inquiring minds. The printing press, like atomic energy, has infinitely vast potential for good — and likewise for destruction.
The contest between the great nuclear
powers of the world with their atomic
and hydrogen bombs is not as important
for the future of mankind as the contest
for the minds of men in the battle of
(Continued on page eleven)
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Christian
Social
Service
William T. Snclyer, MCC Executive

R
the

programs have been
and continue to be a vital part of
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
Churches' testimony to the world. Despite the fact that this form of witness
has become a rather permanent feature
of our outreach, it is essential that we
periodically re-examine the foundation,
motivations, and basic assumptions
which govern our social service endeavors.
The seminar on the theology of Christian social service which was held in
Goshen, Indiana, April, 1963, was an
attempt at such a re-examination. These
reflections are not a report on that seminar, but have grown out of some of the
discussions.
A sound Christian social service program can be developed only if the agencies which are responsible for this type
of work are willing to probe with theologically trained brethren who have
studied the ramifications of such a form
of witness in the light of the entire teaching of the Scriptures. It is from the
Scriptures that we have received our
mandate for relief and service work.
Bible scholars are able to suggest approaches to many of the questions and
problems which face us. Theology does
not provide us with an administrative
blueprint, but it must be carefully considered when we formulate policy.
ELIEF AND SERVICE

A LOOK BACK

Since our earliest history, our groups
have been moved by compassion to
render Christian service in one form or
another. At times this witness was restricted primarily to the brotherhood,
but there was always a concern for the
welfare of the neighbor.
We took seriously the commands of
the. New Testament to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, and to share with the
household of faith. At times we were
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criticized for being too much concerned
about our own people and not enough
with the rest of the world, but our
people's vision increased as the modes of
communication improved, as they grew
more prosperous, and as they became
more aware of human need on the national and international level. Now we
are ministering to the needs of people
of almost every race and creed and we
are known around the world for our ministry of compassion.
Criticism has occasionally come from
some Christians that we are "James
Christians," believing only in a religion
of works. This, however, is not the case.
It is true that the missions and relief endeavors have been administered through
different agencies and have not been as
closely integrated as they might have
been, but there usually has been a good
overall balance between direct mission
endeavor and the relief and service effort.
Currently there is a revived interest
in bringing about a closer relationship
between the word and the deed through
the medium of semi-annual conjoint
meetings between the secretaries of the
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ missions boards and the executive committee of the MCC.
THE WORLD TODAY

The church today, both in proclaiming
the word and in executing the deed,
must take cognizance of the fact that
the world is undergoing change rapidly.
For example, the state is now doing
many of the things which the church did
in the past: operating hospitals, giving
aid to underdeveloped communities and
countries, caring for the aged and handicapped. Vast programs of international
aid are conducted by governmental
agencies offering food and services.
Formerly the church was one of the few

agencies attempting to minister to human need in this way.
The new and growing aspirations of
the people of the emerging nations of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America must also be taken into account when we try to
discover how best to be of service to
them. Many of these countries are attempting to take the long stride from
tribalism and colonialism into the twentieth century world. Independence and
freedom are ideas which are extremely
dear to them, even though many of them
do not understand these concepts
clearly.
Science has proven that something can
be done about their plight as have-not
peoples if they receive the benefits of
technical assistance, better education,
and other things that contribute to a
fuller life as we know it in North America and Europe.
Some overseas efforts in missions and
relief have been characterized by a paternalism similar to the attitude of western nations in the so-called colonial period. The winds of change toward political independence have likewise affected
the churches and mission programs in
the underdeveloped countries. Missionaries and relief workers today must
adopt a true servant relationship to these
younger churches, despite the fact that
it requires boundless grace.
THEOLOGY AND PROGRAM

In re-examining the foundation of our
relief and service undertakings, it is clear
to me that the objective of our witnessto render service in the name of Christ
—must remain the same, but the techniques and criteria we employ need to
be scrutinized.
I am convinced that we must continue
to take seriously the imperatives of the
Scriptures concerning the need to witness to the total man—physical, mental,
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and spiritual. In other words, we must
continue to be obedient to God in accordance with our best understanding of
the Scriptures. Here, again, we must
rely heavily on the insights of the Bible
scholars.
Obedience does not necessarily assure
success or fame. In fact, it frequently
results in failure and rebuff. Obedience
consists not of trying to help everyone
in need, but of giving assistance to those
who seem to be in the greatest need and
who can be helped by those resources
and capabilities which we possess.
Obedience to God in the area of social
services to me means putting our faith,
talents and material wealth to the best
possible use — giving assistance where
other agencies and governments hesitate
to go; developing and testing new ideas
which later can be used by larger, less
mobile groups.
The resources of trained personnel
and experience that are found in our
North American and European churches
do not exist in other parts of the world
in such profusion. It is quite possible
that the changing world situation will
give the churches in the underdeveloped
countries a new lease on life, provided
they receive the needed assistance and
counsel that we can give.
We should do more in the field of reconciliation. As peace groups we are
uniquely qualified to play the role of
peacemakers and reconcilers, though we
must take this task more seriously.
Building bridges between Christians in
countries torn by nationalistic aspirations or racked by race tensions should
be given high priority by the peace committees of the conferences and the MCC
Peace Section in these days. It is in this
area of work that we have less experience than ministering to the other needs
of man even though the Bible is clear on
our responsibility to do it.
LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE

The Lord has blessed the relief and
service work which has been done by
our churches. The ill have been cured,
empty stomachs have been filled, naked
bodies have been clothed, alienated
people have been reconciled, neglected
children have received love, idle hands
have been given work to do, and searching souls have been introduced to faith
in action. Our humble efforts have been
multiplied manifold — similar to the
loaves and fishes—by the hand of God.
What doors will be opened to us in the
future we do not know, but our prayer
is that we may have the boldness and
faith to enter into each new opportunity
as wholeheartedly as we were able to do
in the past.
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The Moros Are Coming!
Gerhard Dollinger, M.D.
from our hospital,
TtownwoonoftheFiladelfia,
edge of the little Paraguayan
is the border of civilHUNDRED YARDS

ization. Stretching north and west about
300 miles lies the jungle, a white spot on
the map. This is the area of the Moro
Indians; they call themselves Ayoreos.
Ever since the Mennonite settlement
was established here about thirty years
ago, the Moros were the terror of the
settlers, as well as of the Indian tribes
roaming in this vast bush wilderness.
The Moros are a wild, primitive, bloodthirsty tribe. No one can relate anything
certain regarding them because most of
those who met them were killed.
Their tactics are to come out of the
bush in a flash, attack a settlers' village
or an Indian "toldo," stage a huge massacre and to disappear as quickly as they
came. They smear their bodies with
tiger fat so that the farmers' dogs hide
in fear and allow the Moros to reach the
houses unnoticed.
After such an attack our hospital looks
like a military hospital in wartime. There
are wounded people with crushed skulls,
broken legs or arms, arrows or spears in
their bellies, and scalps hanging down in
shreds.
REMARKABLE RECOVERY

Once they brought an Indian woman
of the Chulupi tribe to our hospital. She
held part of her skull in her hand; the
brain lay bare and was partially damaged. The scalp hung down in tattered
flaps. Since she gave only weak signs of
life, I told the nurse, "Just §^ ve n e r a
shot of morphine; she'll die anyway, so
why let her suffer?" But after a while
the nurse came and said that the woman
wanted to nurse her baby and drink. So,
we took her to our operating room,
where I removed the smashed brain sections, replaced the skull (which she had
brought with her), and sutured as well
as possible the damaged scalp. After
twelve days she left the hospital in excellent health, fresh and gay.
Of course, I was interested in knowing
what would become of her. Would she
show paralysis, amnesia, epileptic fits,
seeing or hearing deficiencies? None
whatever! She now lives at a mission
station where I have had occasion to
see her once in a while. She bears the
heaviest water jugs on her head. When
she sees me she comes laughing and lets
me examine her.

Many missionaries, Roman Catholic
as well as Protestant, have tried to penetrate the Moro area, but without success.
One young missionary was killed by
them when he met them; others have not
even succeeded in finding them.
In the villages on the border of the
jungles, the Indians stationed guards
high in the trees. Little tree houses, with
rope ladders hanging down, served as
lookouts for the guards. When the
guards saw the Moros approach, they
rang a bell and everybody knew: The
Moros are coming! Then the Moros disappeared, for they never made open
war, only surprise attacks.
THE MOROS ARE HERE!

Who can describe, therefore, my feelings when some time ago I came home
from a journey and my wife told me:
"We have visitors; they have their quarters in the garage. You know who they
are? The Moros!" "The Moros? Don't
joke with me," I said; "how could it be
possible?" "Yes, yes, Daddy," my children shouted in excitement; "real Moros,
Daddy, genuine Moros! And they are
all naked except for a small G-string."
They were so excited that they all spoke
at the same time. Our children, of
course, are accustomed to Indians, having grown up among them. We speak
to them in the queer pidgin low German
which the Indian tribes hereabout use
between themselves and in conversation
with the settlers of German origin. They
also know a few words of each tribal
language. Semicivilized Indians are
nothing new to our children. But, Moros!
My wife told me that one evening a
group of Moros had arrived in Filadelfia,
and since nobody had known what to do
with them, how to handle them, or
where to give them shelter, they had
simply brought them to our garage. A
hospital here certainly is good for everything. Of course, my wife said that she
had a sinister feeling, being alone with
the children in the house, but when she
saw the friendly grinning faces of the
Moros, she lost her fear and took the
risk of housing them. They were here
three days, walking through our little
town, and looking into the houses.
On Sunday morning, when the church
bells rang, and everybody went to
church, our Moros were in the "party"
too. To see these naked, painted human
beings, who seem to come out of another
Evangelical Visitor

eon, sitting in the church together with
all the well-kept blonde settlers; to observe how they look astonished and
listen attentively, not understanding anything, fold their hands and keep quiet,
this is so spectacular that nobody can
describe it. One can't imagine a bigger
contrast. I was tempted to pinch myself
to see if it was really true.
Their women have no tattooing, like
those of our Indians. They only "make
u p " with black and red. The men have
long braided hair. They wear no clothes
except for a G-string. Both sexes wear
necklaces of several strands. They also
wear the typical Indian feather decoration around their heads, wrists, and ankles. In contrast to our Indians they are
all very strong, robust, and muscular,
even fat.
We wondered why they didn't have
any children along. Our Indian women
always carry at least two of them, one in
a sack on their back or nuring at their
breast, the other sitting on their hip. We
found out later why the Moros were
without children.
Since we don't lock our doors — our
Indians never enter a house, and the
white settlers don't steal—it became impossible to let the Moros go around as
freely as they did. One could never see
what they were up to. It gives one a
strange feeling to find such primitive
people standing in one's bedroom, even
if they do no harm. So, we decided to
bring them back to the jungle with a
truck, and let them run. They were put
on the truck, provided with food, and
told that missionaries would soon come
to visit them. The chauffer took them
as far as he could, unloaded them and
drove away.
After two days they were back, only in
larger numbers. The same procedure
began again. We could not get rid of
them. They showed, by gestures, that
they wanted to stay forever. A small
camp was organized at the edge of the
little town and they were told not to
leave, otherwise they would not get food
and would be sent to the jungle again.
In the camp we could observe how
they live. They are not shy at all; they
act as formerly, openly and without regard as to whether they have spectators
or not.
It is agreed among ethnologists that
there is no promiscuity among the primitive; therefore, it seems possible that
the legend is true which our Indians relate. They say that the Moros came out
of the jungle 300 years ago, under the
Jesuits, and then had a much higher
standard. After a battle, when all the
Jesuits were killed by them, they returned to the jungle and made a vow to
November 11, 1963

kill every white human being they could
get hold of. In the jungle they must
have degenerated to their present low
status. They themselves do not know
anything about their own history.
One can say that their way of living
is really animal. Fathers or mothers do
not exist for the children—children are
common property. The mother instinct
seems to vanish as soon as the lactation
period is over. There must be a lot of
incest because nobody knows who his
brothers and sisters are. That they are,
in spite of the incest, so sound and
healthy can only be explained by the
fact that all who are weak and sickly
die and only the strong ones survive.
From our experience we knew that
the Indians had a custom of killing all
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unwanted children at birth. The grandmother put a handful of sand in the
mouth of the newborn and pinched his
nose so that he choked. Sometimes a
baby was simply left behind in the bushes when the tribe moved in their nomadic wandering and was eaten by
wild animals.
The same custom probably exists
among the Moros, who do not have
permanent living sites and possess only
bows and arrows, spears and axes of
hardwood. For that reason the group
which visited us, which is quite large,
had no children with them. They could
not use them when they undertook their
adventures, thus they left them behind.
A lively bartering was initiated in the
camp between Mennonite children and
the Moros. The children were interested
in bows and arrows, spears, feather decorations and necklaces, while the Moros
wanted clothes. The men got a pair of
scissors and cut their hair—right down
to the scalp. They now look like escaped
convicts.
It is logical that by their using our
articles some casualties cannot be avoided. The director of the experimental
farm brought an adolescent Moro boy to
the hospital. The latter had used an

empty ant poison tin to drink water, and
we were afraid that it would poison him.
Quickly the stomach tube was inserted.
This procedure is no pleasure, as anyone will confirm who has experienced it.
I fan still see his wide open eyes, full
of horror, looking at the nurses in their
white gowns and caps and at me, the
doctor.
The tube was blocked because the
boy had eaten too much watermelon,
and I had to remove it. Shall I insert it
again? The answer to my gesture was a
decisive, "Hm-mm." He shook his head
negatively as we do. "Then is everything
okay?" "Uh-huh," he said, nodding his
head. What an international language
is, "Hm-mm" and "Uh-huh."
After a couple of days some of the
Moros disappeared. Are they tired of
us? Will they go back to the jungle? Or
are they making further investigations
in new villages and settlements of the
whites? No, soon they came back and
brought new people from their tribe. On
their return to the jungle they had been
attacked by the "conservatives." It must
have been quite a massacre. Some of
those who did not come back were
killed. In spite of this opposition, more
and more come every week.
What is the secret power which forces
them to give up their old way of life?
Why do they come to the whites whom
until recently they attacked and killed
as soon as they could get hold of them?
This power is civilization. Nobody can
stop it; it penetrates to the remotest corners of the globe. Soon we will have no
place where savages can live undisturbed.
For us the Moros are a big problem.
Even with our Indians here we are
hardly capable of handling their problems, to keep them from starvation. And
now new ones are coming. The Indian
as a nomad cannot be brought to settle
down in a day; it takes years until he is
willing and fit for settling. In the meantime he is seminomadic, i.e., part of the
time he works with the farmers on the
crops, where he gets food and water;
then he runs back to the jungle again,
hunting and gathering wild fruit. From
the point of nourishment, he was better
off as a nomad; we notice that with the
well-fed and muscular Moros.
The interim between the nomadic life
and the settling is the most difficult, and
gives us the biggest problems. While the
nomadic Indian burned all his possessions, huts and everything, when he
started wandering, now his "tolderias"
(camps) are permanent headquarters
which become potential incubators for
tuberculosis, hookworm, malaria, etc.
(Continued on page eleven)
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Southern Rhodesia Conference Hears Delegate's Report
Beth L. Frey
Sixty-nine years after the first five dollars
was given for starting overseas missions by the
Brethren in Christ, the first representative was
sent by the African Church to General Conference in America.
As a number of friends and members of his
family waved Nason Moyo Godspeed at the
airport, there was in many hearts a prayer oft
repeated in the weeks which followed: "Dear
Lord, bless him, fill him, and make him a
blessing." God answered that prayer beyond
our expectations.
From the day Moyo returned, we realized
that he carried a burden for God's work in a
way he had not done before. On the Conference Program his assigned topic read, "The
Church in America as I saw It." Our brother
had felt the tremendous responsibility of his
going—he truly wanted to represent the Church
here, and then to bring back a true picture of
the Church at home.
His report to the Church was much as follows:

I

for the prayers I felt over
there from you. Prayers that the Lord
care for me and guide me.
The missionaries you know and the
ones you don't know greet you. Some
you know so well: H. H. Brubaker, W.
O. Winger, R. H. Mann, D. B. Hall, Sr.
Lady and Sr. Frey. I often went to the
Messiah Home, crossing a big river, the
Susquehanna.
The Church over there had great joy
when they saw me. It was because after
65 years of the Gospel here, they saw
that our Church was able to send a repTHANK YOU

resentative there. Some wept tears. If
you could have heard them nobody here
would have opened his mouth yesterday
(in business) as to whether we should
stop with one representative.
It is far over there: London is near;
America is far. When it was announced
yesterday that you had decided to send
another representative, I said, "Alleluah,
Amen." Let this not come to an end!
They asked if it would end with me.
Don't think we are the only ones who
worked! When I thought of all the cost
of my care and travel over there it was
frightening.
In America we traveled 11,000 miles
by car—enough to finish the world, maybe, from there to here. I went many
places and talked of the work of the
Church. It stirred us all. I've not counted the churches visited; I hardly
wrapped in the same blankets twice—
always different.
THE CHURCH AS I SAW I T

I could tell you many things but it
would not be on the subject. I would
say the Church there is full of the Spirit.
They asked the same question till I wept,
"Is the Church in Africa filled with the
Spirit?" It was hard; I knew for myself,
but I can't say for you. Was I to say

"Yes" or "No"? Today when they talked
of building the Church it pricked. How
can it be built if it isn't filled with the
Spirit?
As each service was opened the one
in charge said that it was a missionary
meeting and chose an appropriate song.
I remembered 1954 when I took my
present office in the Church. The organ
played and they sang about the gospel.
I was in Kansas where the foundation
of our African work was laid. I've never
wept here like I did there. One preacher
said that if the Church is not Spiritfilled it isn't a Church. Over there we
talked about these verses: John 4:35,
Behold the fields all white to harvest;
Isaiah 6:8, Here am I, send me; Romans
10:15, How shall they preach, except
they be sent.
"Lift up your eyes, the fields are white
to harvest." When they saw me, they
saw the need here. Those first missionaries had come to bring the light—the
Gospel is here. This is what came of the
$5.00.
In Iowa I spoke of the Church that is
here, because that one had reached into his pocket and given. When I finished,
an old lady told me she had been there.
It was hard: they asked who would
give; she was weeping. I wept too.

Conference members voting yes on question of whether to send a delegate to the 1964 General Conference in the States.
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Visitor Alan Dixon from Australia speaking on "The New Testament Church," Mapendhla
Moyo interpreting. (The latter is now attending Messiah College.)

She said it was in Kansas one had
given himself to come. I longed to see
that spot in Kansas. If the Gospel had
not come here, I would not have been
there. Those lying in the graveyard here
could have said that it was easier to
die in America. I saw beautiful graves
there; these people were buried poorly
here. If these people (the first missionaries) could go back on what they did,
they wouldn't. You read dates of birth
there, then date of death here.
When I was in Abilene we wanted
much to see that church—to see where
that man sat. They told us it was Jacob
Stauffer who gave the $5.00. I wanted to
see where he sat and how he went. He
never knew what was starting. WE have
a responsibility! We got to Frances
Davidson's grave, Beulah Musser's, Sadie Book's. Why did they come? As Paul
said, "They were not ashamed of the
Gospel . . ." People are dying and we
do nothing.
I might say that I don't want to go
to certain places. At the Canada Conference a brother was being pushed to
go to a certain field. I wept, for I felt
he was being pushed. He told of the
difficulties; they said "GO!" The next
day he preached. He asked us to bow
our heads; we sang, "Ready to suffer,
ready to go." We were all weeping. Old
and young got up to give themselves.
We need to pray for the infilling of the
Spirit.
At another Conference an educated
young man (Robert Coleman, Ky.)
November 11, 1963

preached. I thought: in Africa we have
men better than I who could preach,
those who could better explain. The
Lord help you older men who are not
learned! Preach! It was hard when he
said goodbye. He said, "Moyo, shout the
Gospel!" Someone asked me if I would
study. I said "No!" He said, "You can
preach." I said, "There are those who
are educated and can preach better than
I." He said, "PKEACH!"
One night in Canada after a service,
a mother came to me. (I haven't told
this before.) She said, "As you preached,
I saw Jesus in front of you." I said, "I'm
glad you didn't see me." It hit me; I
could not sleep; I wondered how it
could be.
At Forest Lawn I saw the Last Supper and the Crucifixion. I was troubled,
I wondered why they called it that.
When we went in and sat down there
was speaking, then the great curtain
slowly opened and I saw the Last Supper. I was touched. We went to another
big building with a curtain all across. A
voice was speaking, telling of the crucifixion. We were touched, then the curtains opened. I wondered why I came
there for I could not look at it. Then I
saw Mary and the cross, the thieves. I
looked at His face. How could it be so
beautiful when facing death? I saw
people weeping, I was weeping too.
May God show us our hearts! I was
asked, "Is the Church in Africa Spiritfilled?" We should not leave tonight
till we are,

At Roxbury I saw people and children
going forward weeping—parents going
weeping with their children. Are we
concerned about our children?
This is the Gospel that came here.
Sisters, brothers, this is the call of Christ
that is searching for you and me. Are
you willing to tell others or do you just
want to sit? People who sat in sin have
died and we did nothing. Tonight are
you willing to give yourself to Christ?
You can ask me many things but nothing
compares to Christ. They sang, "Just
As I Am," as many came to ask for infilling. Beloved, let us ask for the infilling.
You remember J. L. Myers. I stood
by his grave; he died shouting the Gospel. Someone said that we Church leaders are the key. Maybe some don't see
the Holy Spirit because of me, because
of you. We should all give ourselves today. Maybe the Gospel does not go forward because of us.
They asked me, "Is the Church Spiritfilled?" Let us be Spirit-filled! How
beautiful are the feet that carry the
Gospel! There was a man who came
running after us in Hershey, asking
where we were from. When told, he
said, "I knew you were different." He
said, "All these wonderful things you
see are nothing. Alleluah, Amen." We
learned that he had been chased from
home for the cause of Christ.
One said to me, "Moyo, preach
Christ!" I saw that picture, Simon who
carried the cross. Do you want to help
carry the cross, or don't you care?
Brothers and sisters, let us all give ourselves and receive power—the Gospel. It
is the Gospel that came here. Let us
give ourselves.
(Continued on page nine)

Jack Ndlovu giving farewell to the Church before leaving for the States. H e is now studying at Indiana State University, Bloomington,
Indiana, on a Ford Foundation Scholarship.
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Crusaders
%

A Santal bride and groom with Pastor Hembrone. Christian education gives young people
some of the bricks for building Christian
homes.

the current conference year,
DURING
Christ's Crusaders throughout the

United States and Canada are contributing to the building of a hostel for youth
in the Purnea district of India. The 1963
General Conference officially approved
and adopted this project as the 1963-64
Youth Project while in session in June.
This action climaxed a period of consultation with church service leaders in
which there was a concern that youth
interest be focused on a project of major consequence for this year. Each year
the Conference has given its approval to
a project of this type, and each year
Brethren in Christ youth have responded
to the challenge to give.
The building of the hostel will supply
a critical need in the lives of Christian
youth in India. Many of them are looking forward to educational opportunities.
And some of them may be able to attend government schools. But for these,
attending school would mean being separated from Christian influence for long
periods of time.
It is at this point that the Christian
hostel will fill a real need. It will not
only provide lodging near their schools,
but it will supply a center for young
students to continue their study and
practice of the Christian faith in a community of believers, and under the direction of national leadership. The program is not intended to shield young
Christians unduly from a non-Christian
environment. It is rather a means of
providing a balancing Christian influence as these young students pursue
their studies in government schools,
many of which are staffed by Hindu
teachers.
! <f
(8)

Crusaders Share in
Inter-Youth Project
The proposed hostel is planned particularly for the housing of the Santal
young people. The Santals, along with
the Uraons and the Muunda, have shown
an unusual interest in the Gospel in
recent years. They have sought for the
truth, and the prospects for a growing
Christian church among them is enhanced with the opportunity for education under Christian influence.
Those who know this area of India
estimate that $1,500 to $2,000 will be
required to provide the hostel facilities.
The goal of only $1,500 is proposed for
Christ's Crusaders giving this year. But A happy mother whose future will be even
in light of former Youth Projects and of brighter with the opportunity for education
the response of youth to worthy needs, under a Christian influence for her growing
son and daughter.
the higher figure of $2,000 is not unrealistic.
By planning for periodic giving in the ect; a mission-mindedness grows from
local C. C. unit, by supplying promo- these activities which will broaden vistional information to spark interest in ion and will call for expression in other
this strategic project, and by challeng- phases of the church program, local and
ing young people to sacrificial giving for world-wide.
Offerings for the Youth Project may
other youth, the total of $2,000 can be
be sent to Rev. Paul L. Snyder, the U.S.
raised by June 1964.
Some C. C. groups may decide to en- Treasurer, or to Rev. Walter Winger,
gage in special projects locally as a the Canadian Treasurer. They will look
means to their raising the total funds re- forward to hearing from every Christ's
quired for the Youth Project. Benefits Crusaders unit with an offering for the
from such cooperative efforts in the be- current Youth Project—a hostel for the
half of missions go beyond the satisfac- learning youth of India.
tion of having shared in a worthy proj—Commission on Youth
^
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Action of the General Conference as recorded in the official

Minutes.

Evangelical

Visitor

Conference Hears Delegate's Report

Just Returned to India
is quite a backlog of work to be
Tpickedcaught
up on. Our clinics have
up in numbers — Monday there
HERE

(Continued from page seven)
This message made a deep impression on the Conference group. The next morning two
teachers speaking with a missionary said, "Four hundred pounds is a small sum to pay for
the blessing which will come from Moyo's visit to America." Let us pray that Moyo's passion
may not grow cold, and that God will mightily use him among our people with the same
message of power — the power of the Holy Spirit poured out upon us the Church in Africa.

were 163 patients seen and Rs. 300
(about $63) collected. Our water system is working very well, thanks to Jake
Thiessen (1-W man). This is a great improvement to the entire plant.
Leora and Mary Jane had everything
looking so nice; in this weather it is
hard to keep after the grass. It looked
like a real oasis after our trip from Delhi to Madhipura. Even in four months
we had forgotten just how it is in India
—especially the heat . . .
We are thankful for the new chapel,
especially during the rainy season. As
the patients hear about Christ—some for
the first time—some are too sick to understand, but they gradually gain a little knowledge and begin to show interest. Pray that they may accept Christ
as their Saviour. Especially pray for
Lukhan, a Santal who has gone to
school for eight years and who now has
TB. He is helping other TB patients to
learn to read.
Dr. Lowell and Anna Jean Mann

Listener's Response
Trans-World Radio
Regional Church Conference at Matopo Mission in business session. On platform: Wilson
Makalima, Conference Secretary; Bishop Climenhaga; Mapendhla Moyo, interpreting.
And beautiful lilies! The arch is made of stones cut from Matopo Mission granite.

Meet Our Overseas Christians
No. 10
APPROACHES the little old man
A CAR
and stops beside him. "Wouldn't

you like to ride to church, Mafu?" we
ask.
"No, thank you," is his prompt reply;
and he moves on with steps so brisk and
sprightly that we forget his age and his
failing sight. Soon he is seated on the
front bench in the big, cool Matopo
church, worshipping the God Whom he
loves and serves.
Old Father Mafu (by African custom
it would be impolite to mention his first
name) must be around eighty years of
age, and he has been a Christian for
sixty of those years, spending much of
his life as a teacher-preacher among his
people. Still a faithful member of Sunday school and church, he sometimes
arrives- half an hour before time for
church to begin. His faith in God is
deep.
November 11, 1963

He was married many years ago to
one of the daughters of Lobengula, last
king of the Matabele.
This account will be greeted with
pleasure and affection by many an older
missionary who remembers his cheerful,
staunch spirit.
Pray for Mafu that his courage may
remain strong in spite of failing sight,
and that unsaved members of his family
may seek God.
G. H.

ENGLAND. "Having been under
pressure and sorrow for a long period,
one morning after a sleepless night, by
God's guidance I tuned in to TransWorld Radio and heard a message which
was for me. I have continued listening.
"We thank God for putting us in touch
with the whole staff of Trans-World
Radio who make these programmes possible, not forgetting the announcer who
gives us a final word of encouragement
from the Lord."

The announcer for this program? Dave Carlson. W e rejoice that God is using our brother
in this' service. Incidentally, the Lowell Manns
on their return flight to India write of being
met—by appointment—by Brother Carlson at
the airport in Nice, France. Brother Henry
Hostetter's flight also included a brief visit
with the Carlsons and a trip to the broadcasting headquarters in Monte Carlo.

BCWM

Office
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Meet Father Mafu.

Christmas gift money or checks
for missionaries overseas should
reach us no later than December
first.
Make your check payable to the
Brethren in Christ World Missions
and indicate clearly for whom it is
intended.
Box 171, Elizabethtown, Pa.
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Home Missions and

Extension

Activity Report
field, the missionary finds
ONCEhisONfirstthe task
is to gain perspective

and a vision of his work. The so-called
adjustment period varies in length and
intensity with different individuals. The
spiritual witness of a mission is not jeopardized by these adjustment periods if
they are not prolonged, and if they do
not develop into abnormalities. There
is something very down-to-earth to be
watched by the local folks, as a new
missionary "finds himself in a new situation.
Great blessing results and the Lord is
honored when a dedicated life is oriented to its place of ministry. The compassion of Jesus then has an outflow
through His disciple, and the Spirit of
God is free to do His work.
The medical staff presented to a recent meeting of the Navajo Mission
Board, a report which showed healthy
perspective. The following is taken from
Sections VI and VII.

not treat disease alone, but man also.
The patient's problem frequently presents a small opening which, when
probed, leads to a deep and marvelous
labyrinth; and the deeper we inquire,
the more effective our therapy. This
treatment of the whole man underlies
the entire Mission program as well. The
medical staff has keen feelings in this
area.
Some seven thousand people came to
the hospital in the past year for physical
treatment. As we look back, frequently
little was done to remind them of their
spiritual need. Is it enough that they
merely recognize us as a mission hospital? We, the medical staff, feel that
more can be done, and we plan definite

steps to confront with a spiritual ministry all who shall come through our
doors.
PRAYER CONCERN

We speak of this with hesitation because we are sure there are multitudes
remembering us in prayer every day.
However, in this area our concerns are
these:
Our task is big—we are small.
Our hours are long—we are human.
There is much to learn—we are short
of time.
There is much to remember—we are
forgetful.
There are many decisions—we are few
and fearful.
There are many opportunities—we are
slow.
There are those who watch us—we
can falter.
There are those who trust us—we can
betray trust.

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS

Medicine has no limits. Like the rays
of the sun it extends its fingers into
every phase of human activity. Anyone
in the art of medicine soon learns that
his services are not confined to the pathologic or psychiatric understanding of
his patient, nor restricted to pill, hypodermic needle, or scalpel. One soon
learns that he has a distinct role as
friend and counselor, serving often as
judge, lawyer, financier, philosopher
and, frequently, as minister. One does

Glimpse of the crowd which assembled for groundbreaking at Skyline View on Sunday afternoon, September 8.

There are those who aggravate us—
we can fight back.
There are those who pray for us—we
are thankful.
The hospital staff includes the following personnel: LeRoy M. Steinbrecher,
M.D.; Jane Monn, Mildred Brillinger,
and Donna Sollenberger, registered
nurses; Jean Shonk and Ruth Albrecht
Potteiger, licensed practical nurses; Rosa
Eyster, and Anna Marie Hoover.
PROGRESS REPORT —
SKYLINE VIEW CHURCH

Navajos — thankful for a Christian ministry.

(10)

(Refer to Evangelical Visitor, September 30, page 10, for location of this new
work.)
The pastor, John Arthur Brubaker, reports that Henry A. Ginder, bishop of
the Atlantic Conference, conducted the
Evangelical Visitor

groundbreaking ceremony, in which also
the following persons participated: Mr.
Earl Heisey, representing the architects;
Mr. Harry McCurdy, building contractor; Rev. Isaac S. Kanode and Mahlon
M. Frey of the Atlantic Conference Extension Board; and Noah Myers, donor
of the building lots and a member of the
local building committee. The Fairland
male quartet sang. Rev. Clark Hock,
Rev. Glenn Hensel, and Rev. Joel E.
Carlson of nearby pastorates also took
part in the service.
The attendance reflected a gratifying
interest on the part of both the local
community and the Brethren in Christ
denomination.
Construction of the Skyline View parsonage began promptly after groundbreaking on September 8, and is scheduled to finish before Christmas. The
church is expected to be completed before General Conference of 1964.
e

*

e

*

e

Pray for the ongoing and the outreach of the Kingdom of God in every
place.

The Moros Are Coming!

(Continued from page two)

Medical treatment becomes senseless
when the Indian doesn't have enough
food. We start to combat tuberculosis
with Streptomycin and Neoteben, but
when the patient (in search of food
again and again) escapes the treatment
and only comes back when he spits
blood, every treatment is in vain. The
Indian can earn his food as a cropper
only for a short time during the year,
but this short time makes him unfit to
hunt or gather fruits. He wants our
nourishment. But, where to find it?
The missions do whatever they can,
but they are not here to feed people
permanently without work; that would
even be wrong, because the savages
could infer that to become a Christian
means to be cared for without doing
anything.
All of us hope that the Moros will
find what they are looking for with us.
We will try to do what we can.

books. The demand for books, any kind
of books, is enlarging at a breathtaking
rate. Literacy is increasing rapidly in
most parts of the world; but what will
the newly literate peoples of the earth
read? The enemies of mankind are alert
to make available attractive literature to
these unsuspecting peoples. What is the
church doing to bring the message of
salvation and the truth of God to these
multitudes?
The future of the world lies far more
largely with books than it does with
bombs. For all of our modern inventions and Twentieth Century development of power, the pen is still mightier
than the sword. The call of the hour
for God's people is the Spirit-anointed
heart and head, the ready hand, the
printing press, along with willing hands
and feet which will get God's Word and
good books to our bewildered generation.

Eber B. Dourte
HIS QUESTION

training at church, at home or in the
school?
It is clear, the positive spiritual emphasis of the public school is nil. Therefore the home and the church must carry
this responsibility. No child lives in a
vacuum. He lives in a world of great
influences.
A child and growing youth spend most
of their time in the environment of the
home. Hence, the home must assume
the responsibility for Christian teaching.
Children may inherit our brown hair,
brown eyes, or big feet, but they cannot inherit our Christian faith.
Christian faith is "caught." The faith
our children "catch" is not so much the
faith we profess as it is the faith we live.
These are not always the same. This
sobering fact will cause us as parents to
examine the "home value" of our faith,
attempting to measure our faith and devotion through the eyes of the children.
How does our faith and practice look
from where they are standing?
November 11, 1963

Unlimited

(Continued from page five)

Who Shall Teach Our Children?
sincere Christians have
Tchildren
asked again and again. Shall the
in our homes get their religious

Power

Children have an uncanny ability to
read parents almost better than we can
read ourselves. They learn to "sense"
our dedication, our anxieties and concerns, our chief interests, our wholesome
attitudes or our prejudices.
We profess to be totally dedicated to
God, yet we work as though we planned
to live here forever. We sing of love and
benevolence, yet withhold help from the
needy. We find it a crucifying chore to
love all the brethren and sisters. We
consider it our right in an enlightened
day to be judgmental. We talk of the
power of prayer, yet use this power
sparingly or carelessly. All this and more
our growing children see and feel.
But we say, "I thank God for our fine
church and Sunday school and youth
program. Here our young people can
come to know Christ as Saviour and
learn to walk in His ways."
It is a most difficult chore to find the
chapter and verse in the Scripture which
places the responsibility on the church
for the training of our children. Church
and home must work together. Unless
there is understanding, concerned co-

operation from the home, the church
cannot succeed.
Pastors opening new churches, or
helping to revive dead or dying ones, report the attempt to evangelize children
without evangelizing their parents is a
disappointing activity. In a typical
church where you have 40 children in
the Junior department, only ten of them
will be left when they are in high school
unless you can win their parents. The
ten that do remain are there from the
homes of dedicated Christian parents.
This emphasizes clearly, Christian
training of youth is the responsibility of
the home. The church must help the
home, not take the place of it.
The church does have certain responsibilities. These can be most effectively
discharged when the home fills the primary foundational role with instruction.
A later issue of this page will consider
the home and church in cooperation.
The Bible places the responsibility for
Christian education on the home. In
Deuteronomy 6:6-7 we read, "And these
words, which I command thee this day,
shall be in thine heart: thou shalt teach
them diligently unto thy children, and
shalt talk of them when thou sittest in
thine house, and when thou walkest by
the way, and when thou liest down, and
when thou risest up."
In the same chapter we are taught that
"When your son asks you in time to
come, what is the meaning of the testimonies and statutes and ordinances
(11)

which the Lord our God has commanded
you? Then you shall say to your son,
We were Pharaoh's slaves in Egypt; and
the Lord brought us out of Egypt with
a mighty hand" (Deut. 6:20-21).
As parents we are expected to answer
the religious questions of our children.
We are to create an atmosphere conducive to asking questions about spiritual things.
In Ephesians 6:4 a similar pattern of
education is emphasized. "Fathers, provoke not your children to wrath; but
bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord."
The home is the best place for religious instruction for two reasons. First:
the home has the child most of the time.
You question this? Studies have shown
that the home has the child seveneights of the time from birth to the
age of twelve. Therefore what is being
emphasized by the home is being
learned by the child.
Then too, many people share in the
teaching at home—father, mother, brothers and sisters. The family becomes a
great workshop to work out the principles of the Christian faith—love, forebearance, tolerance, forgiveness, sacrifice and service. It is the "provingground" of our profession and faith.
Holiness is first proved at home.
We parents must face our responsibility humbly and with the utmost devotion. We will not have time to analyze
the failures of other Christian parents
but to regard them in sympathy, love,
and humility.
So help us, God!
—Upland California, pastor of the Upland
congregation, member of the Commission on
Home.

PREACHERS
Meet Rev. and Mrs. Paul Hill

Pastor Elam Dohner, Phoneton, Ohio was
guest minister for the Lovefeast services at
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, October 19-20.
Pastor Bruce Snyder, Bible Baptist Church,
Auburn, Indiana spoke on Personal Evangelism
to the Men's Fellowship of Christian Union
congregation, Thursday evening, October 10.
Funeral services for Rev. W . L. Reighard,
Elizabethtown, Pa., were conducted at 2:00
P.M. Sunday afternoon, October 13.
Baltimore, Md., reports an attendance in
Sunday School of 160, Family Sunday, October
13. Rev. J. Arthur Brubaker was guest speaker
for the day.

Rev. and Mrs. Paul Hill.

carried to church when only three weeks
old and ten years later was saved under
the influence of his pastor, Bishop Henry
Schneider.
Some will remember the 1929 General
Conference held in Bishop Schneider's
barn when during meal time, he and his
brother Judson stood on orange crates
and sang "O, I Would Not Want to Miss
It."
On May 31, 1941 he was married to
Miss Evelyn Wenger, Englewood, Ohio,
and two fine daughters have graced
their home.
Brother Hill felt called to the Christian ministry in 1945 and after presenting his leadings to his pastor, was given
a license and ordained in 1951. After
spending a few years at Evangel Press
in Nappanee, he served the pastorate at
Rust, Michigan. While taking theological
training at Messiah College he served
the Rana Villa Church. He gave four
years as superintendent of the Detroit
Mission and now has given four years
of successful leadership in New York.
They frequently affirm that they have
thoroughly enjoyed the fourteen years
of ministry in the Brethren in Christ
Church. God bless them.

half of 1959 the Brethren
TNewinYork
Christ opened mission work in
CHURCH NEWS
and Brooklyn. This, the largHE LATTER

est metropolis in the U.S.A. is indeed a
world mission field in itself. The fact
that our brotherhood had no place of
witness in this area, so nearby, laid heavily on the hearts of a number of people.
Obstacles such as location, finance and
appropriate leadership, presented real
problems. The latter difficulty was resolved when Rev. and Mrs. Paul Hill
consented, in the fear of the Lord, to
assume this responsibility.
A native of Wheeler, Michigan, Brother Hill was born into the home of James
and Myrtle Hill, April 26, 1920. He was
(12)

BULLETIN-BITS
The Senior Sunday School Class, Manor, Pa.,
sponsored a Teen Challenge, Sunday evening,
October 20. At 6:00 P.M. the film "The Devil's
Pit," the story of former New York Gangsters
who found Christ, was shown. At 7:00 P.M.
some of these teen-agers gave first hand reports
of Christ's saving power.
Graterford, Pa., featured a Christ's Crusaders
Conference, October 19-20. Roger Witter and
Earl Brechbill were guest speakers.
Palmyra, Pa., featured a Men's Fellowship
breakfast, Sunday morning, October 20. Kenneth Markley, a former professor at Dickinson
College, Carlisle, Pa., was guest speaker.

Freeman Hostetler and a group from the
Pleasant View Conservative Mennonite Church,
presented the evening's program at Sippo Valley, Ohio, Sunday, October 20.
The Churches of Northern Ohio joined in a
Hymn Festival, Sunday evening, October 27.
The sing was featured at the Chestnut Grove
Church.
Norman Bert, a student pastor, is assisting
Pastor Jacob Stern, Jr., Chino congregation,
California.
Pastor Glenn Hostetter, Saxton, Pa., was
guest speaker for a Youth Conference at Hanover, Pa., Sunday, October 6.
The Pasadena congregation, California is invited to be the guest of the National Broadcasting Co., at a Truth or Consequence Television program in Burbank, 6:00 P.M., Sunday,
December 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Hess of the Elizabethtown congregation, Pa., have gone to West
Pakistan under a three year appointment with
MCC and Church World service.
Manor, Pa., reports a Sunday School attendance of 212, worship service, 201 for Sunday,
October 13.
Mapendhla Moyo and Charles F. Eshelman
shared in the morning worship service, Carlisle, Pa., Sunday, October 13.
Fourteen received the rite of water baptism
at Upland, California, Sunday evening, October 20.
Pastor Lane Hostetter, Lancaster, Pa., was
guest speaker for a Men's Fellowship Outreach Dinner, Fairland congregation, Saturday
evening, October 26.
Director of Sunday Schools, P. W. McBeth,
was guest speaker for the mid-west Sunday
School Convention, October 26-27. The get-together convened in the Zion Church, Kansas.
Rev. and Mrs. Eli Hostetler, Jr., have been
appointed youth directors of the Sippo Valley
congregation, Ohio.
Chino, California held an Organ Dedication
service, Sunday morning, October 20. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Tissot, charter members of the
Chino Brethren in Christ Church, donated the
organ to the congregation.
The Allen Buckwalters presented their farewell messages at Pasadena, California, Sunday
morning, October 27. The Buckwalter schedule included leaving Los Angeles Airport, returning to India, Wednesday, November 6,
9:00 A.M.

Evangelical Visitor

Amos Buckwalter, recently returned from a
trip to Alaska, spoke and showed pictures at
Chino, California, Sunday evening, October 20.
REVIVAL SERVICES

Warren K. Pamp at Hollowell, Pa., October 20-November 3; Richard Maurer at Mt.
Rock, Pa., November 3-10; Ray Witter at Air
Hill, Pa., November 3-17; Montoursville, Pa.,
November 18-December 1; Harvey Musser at
Green Grove, Pa., November 10-24; Barton
Starr at Montgomery, Pa., November 24-December 8; Roger Witter, Graterford, Pa., October 20-November 3; Wilfrid Moutoux at
Chestnut Grove, Ohio, November 13-24; Paul
McBeth at Cedar Springs, Pa., November
10-17; J. Ralph Wenger at Baltimore, Md.,
September 22-29; Hess Brubaker at Green
Springs, Pa., October 27-November 10; Glenn
Cinder at New Guilford, Pa., beginning November 17.
SPEEDWELL HEIGHTS, P A .

Pastor Jesse Dourte administered the rite of
water baptism to seven, Sunday, August 25.
The service was held at the farm pond of
Mervin Heisey. Five of those baptized were
received into church membership, Sept. 29.
The first lovefeast in our congregation was
held October 5-6. This proved to be a real
spiritual blessing for all who attended. W e
thank the Lord for His workings within our
congregation.
Mrs. Ruth Stoner

these years will yet bring forth fruit. Our
well wishes and prayers follow them to their
new pastorate in Oklahoma.
Donna Belle Jeffries
PUSLINCH, ONTARIO

In this, one of the newest congregations in
Ontario, with the receiving of four new members, September 29, our membership now
stands at 19. Presently we are in the midst of
the Forward Campaign in the Sunday school.
Sunday, October 13 a group of young people from Niagara Christian College gave the
morning service in word and song. The group
then enjoyed a fellowship dinner at the home
of the pastor, Wayne Scheidel. The meal was
served by the ladies of the congregation. The
same evening we joined with Rosebank congregation in a joint baptismal service. Our pastor,
Wayne Scheidel with Pastor James Sider, Rosebank, and Ray Sider shared in this service.
The Glad Tidings Male quartet of St. Jacobs and workers from the Harbour Rescue
Mission in Hamilton, were special guests with
us, October 20. W e conducted Vacation Bible
School in the evening during the last week of
August. Good interest was shown with a high
attendance of 112 and an average of 92. In
September our Sunday school picnic was held
at Guelph in the Riverside Park with good attendance and a wholesome program of sports
for all.
Other guests with us included Rev. Howard
Smith who was our speaker for a short series
of meetings with the singing Deveroux Sisters
with us for one of the evenings. One of our
members, Sister Christina Burmaster who has
been ill, is sufficiently recovered to be with us
again.
Mrs. Aleda Cassel
MONTOURSVILLE,

PA.

Pastor John Bundy presented morning devotions over Station W W P A the week of October 14-18. Rev. Paul Hill and family with a
mixed quartet from New York City, were with
us for the morning worship service, October 13.
Sunday, October 27 we enjoyed the ministry of Earl Lebo, recently returned from having served two years in our mission field in
Africa. H e spoke and showed pictures of the
work there.
Mrs. John L. Bundy
ABILENE,

Baptismal service — Speedwell Heights, Pa.
D E S MOINES, IOWA

A very tender and meaningful farewell was
featured for our pastor and wife, Henry F . and
Faithe Landis, October 13. They have left the
pastorate here to serve in the Bethany congregation, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Having grown up in the congregation, it
was very difficult to have Brother Landis leave
us. He has faithfully served as pastor for the
last nine years. Serving as pastor in the same
congregation he had lived from his youth was
not an easy task. As a young man he proved
himself and then served these nine years in a
very commendable way.
Sister Landis, the former Faithe Book of
Abilene, Kansas served nobly as a pastor's
wife. Both Brother and Sister Landis were
constantly on call to render guidance or spiritual help to any who so desired.
Besides pastoring the flock, their tasks included different areas of service. They served
as advisors to the young people, active in the
Sunday school, music director, maintenance
work,_ even to the driving of the Sunday school
bus.
Although they have left the Des Moines pastorate, doubtless much of the seed sown over
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The bishop of the Midwest Conference, Alvin Burkholder, was our evangelist, October
6-13. W e are thankful for the presentation of
heart-searching messages. There were some
who sought the Lord publicly and others we
believe were encouraged and received definite
spiritual help. W e are trusting the Lord for
seed as sown to continue bearing fruit.
Brother and Sister Henry Landis en route
from Des Moines, Iowa to Thomas, Oklahoma
stopped over and were with us in a recent
midweek service. W e appreciated their sharing
in the evening's program.
Mrs. J. C. H.

Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Heise were the directors. Dedicated counsellors gave their time,
injecting a week or two of mission work into
their busy summer.
The campers enjoyed the Bible Study and
cabin devotions along with the good recreational facilities. This year we appreciated the
new campfire site among the trees. Overnight
camping was also very popular. One of the
counsellors felt this was a time they drew the
closest to God and to one another.
W e praise the Lord for the many victories
won both in conversions and rededications.
Bible teachers serving at the camp were Rev.
C Sider, Clyde Mater, Don Cassel, Joyce
Cober, Mrs. Alvin Cober, Mrs. Leo Bearss,
Mrs. Arthur Heise. Campfire speakers were
Rev. Arthur Heise and Linda Osburn. Total
registration was 138—61 boys and 77 girls.
Arthur Heise, director.
(b)

SENIOR YOUTH RETREAT

Beautiful Camp Kahquah on the shores of
Lake Ahmic was again the setting for Senior
Youth Retreat sponsored by the Y'outh Commission of the Canadian Conference. Young
people 18 and over came for fellowship, relaxation and worship on the holiday weekend of
August 2-5.
Some of the outstanding features were; Rev.
and Mrs. John Schock singing and speaking,
John's prize winning black bass, Vern and
Doug Martin's music, their zest and humor,
Bishop Swalm's talk on separation and speech,
his good stories while we just sat around, the
tournaments and trophies, the delicious meals.
Everyone agree that the high point was the
"Quaker type" vesper service with no direction except by the Holy Spirit. How God
blessed our souls as many participated! Paul
Hostetler,
director.
(c)

F A M I L Y CONFERENCE

"Bring the whole family" was the invitation sent out to the Canadian Conference for
the first attempt at a Family Conference at
Camp Kahquah. It was a most relaxing vacation. Families did their own cooking in the
cabins, and met together for fellowship and relaxation during the day.
Two services were held each day with John
Schock and the Martins featured in each. On
two of the evenings the service was held outdoors, one in the "summit chapel," and the
other at the fireside circle.
The time of Christian relaxation in a spiritual atmosphere was thoroughly enjoyed.
Thinks to the Hubert Charltons, most of the
children present learned how to surf board.

REPORTS ON
CAMP K A H Q U A H - ( CANADIAN
C O N F E R E N C E ) SUMMER SESSIONS
(a)

CHILDREN'S C A M P

"Boys' camp, boys' camp that's the place for me
Girls' camp, girls' camp where d'you think
we'll be?
Camping at Camp Kahquah, out among the
trees,
Playing games, devotions, and such things as
these."
So sang the children the four weeks at children's camp. (There were four weeks of children's camps—two weeks in July for boys and
two weeks in August for girls.)

Boating at Camp Kahquah.
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pinas, Brazil, South America. Mrs. Fretz is a
granddaughter of the late Bishop Bert Sherk.
GARIS—Karen Louise, born June 8, 1963 to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Garis, Jr., Souderton
congregation, Pa.
GUTSHALL—Glenn Howard, born September
25, 1963 to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gutshall,
Mount Pleasant congregation, Pa.
HOKE—Scott Bradford, born October 17,
1963 to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hoke, Indianapolis, Indiana.
PBINGLE—Douglas Robert, Jr., born March
24, 1963 to Mr. a n d Mrs. Douglas Pringle, Sr.,
Souderton congregation, Pa.
MICHOE—Raymond Earl, born September 12,
1963 to Mr. and Mrs. Tumey Michoe, Shenks
congregation, Pa.
TATE—Beverly Anne, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Tate, September 12, 1963, Vacaville, Calif.
Going

fishing.

Plans are in the making for a repeat of this
significant event. W. Winger,
director.
(d)

ZIMMERMAN—Jay Earl, b o m September 25,
1963 to Mr. and Mrs. John Zimmerman, Mt.
Pleasant congregation, Pa.

T E E N CAMP—AUGUST 9 TO 12

Sixty-eight energetic teenagers attended our
annual teen camp at Camp Kahquah, August
9 to 12 in Northern Ontario.
Guest speaker was Rev. John Schock from
DeRossett, Tennessee. Special singers were
Vernon and Douglas Martin.
The spirit of the Lord was sensed throughout
the camp sessions with many receiving spiritual
help and guidance.
John Schock also served as the auctioneer
for an auction sale for the purpose of raising
money for the Christ's Crusaders project. This
feature was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone
and resulted in a good contribution to the
youth project. Merle Mater, director.
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BASHORE-MEYER — Mrs. Leah M. Meyer,
Hummelstown, Pa., became the bride of Isaiah
F. Bashore, Neffsville, Pa., October 12, 1963.
The ceremony was performed at the home of
the officiating minister, Rev. John H . Martin,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
ESHELMAN-NOBLIT—Miss

Gladys

Mae

No-

blit, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Noblit,
Quakertown, Pa., and Leroy Eshelman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eshelman, Souderton, Pa.,
were united in marriage, March 25, 1963. The
ceremony was performed in the Souderton
Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor E. C. Flewelling, officiating.
FAHNESTOCK - HENRY — Miss

Marcella

S.

Henry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abram Henry,
Manheim, Pa., become the bride of Mr. Mark
R. Fahnestock, son of Rev. and Mrs. Rufus
Fahnestock, Manheim, Pa., October 10, 1963.
The ceremony was performed in t h e Mount
Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church, the groom's
father, officiating, assisted by Rev. Graybill
Wolgemuth.

Paul and Lela Hostetler enjoying the lake.
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CARLSON—John Tyler, born September 23,
1963 to Rev. J. Bert and Nancy Carlson, Richmond, Indiana. Bert is the son of Rev. and
Mrs. Carl J. Carlson.
CRIDER—Kent Richard, born June 11, 1963
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crider, Souderton congregation, Pa.
FLEWELLING—Bryan Scott, born to Mr. and
Mrs. William Barry Flewelling, October 2,
1963, Souderton congregation, Pa.
FRETZ—Rachel Elizabeth, b o m to Rev. and
Mrs. Paul Fretz, September 25, 1963, Cam-
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OBERHOLSER-KINSEY — Miss Shirley Kinsey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Kinsey,
Strasburg, Pa., and Christian Oberholser, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Christian Oberholser, Chambersburg, Pa., were united in marriage, August 17, 1963. T h e ceremony was performed
in the Messiah College Church, Grantham, Pa.
Rev. Herbert Hoover, brother-in-law of the
groom, and Rev. Charles Rife officiated.

Odtitwt/ti&i
BRECHBILL—Mrs. Emma L. Brechbill, 88,
Fayetteville, Pa., passed away unexpectedly.
October 13, 1963. Sister Brechbill was one of
the oldest members of the New Guilford congregation. She attended services in the morning of the day of her passing. She with her
husband, Isaac S. Brechbill would have celebrated their 67th wedding anniversary, D e cember 17.
Born at Guilford Springs, Pa., she was a
daughter of the late John and Elizabeth Lesher.

In addition to her husband she is survived by
three sons, Amos L., Alvin H., and Norman J.,
all of Fayetteville; three daughters, Mrs. J.
Zeigler Hess, Quarryville; Misses Rhoda L. and
and Nora Brechbill, at home; 11 grandchildren
and 12 great-grandchildren. One sister and
one brother also survive.
Funeral services were conducted in the New
Guilford Church, Pastor Charles Rife and Rev.
Glenn Niswander officiating. Interment was in
the church cemetery.
DETWEILER—Henry S. Detweiler, born F e b .
9, 1874, passed away at Sellersville, Pa., September 20, 1963.
H e was a faithful member of the Souderton
congregation. H e is survived by three sons,
one daughter, 13 grandchildren, seven greatgrandchildren, two sisters and one brother. His
wife and two daughters predeceased him.
Services were conducted from the Brethren
in Christ Church, Souderton, Pa., Pastor E. C.
Flewelling, officiating. Interment was in the
Silverdale Cemetery.
HEISEY—Irvin N. Heisey was born in 1883 in
West Donegal Township, Pa., passed away at
Rheems, Pa., September 28, 1963. He was a
retired farmer and a member of the Elizabethtown congregation.
He was married to Elizabeth Martin Nissley
who survives with four children: Earl M.,
Elizabethtown; Mrs. David B. Shelly, Elizabethtown; Mrs. Rufus S. Miller, Bainbridge;
and Miss Naomi N. Heisey, Rheems, Pa. Also
surviving are seven grandchildren, three greatgrandchildren, a brother and a sister.
Funeral services were held at the Boyer
Funeral Home, Elizabethtown with Rev. John
Martin and Rev. R. Donald Shafer officiating.
Interment was in the Conoy Cemetery.
SMITH—Fay Jane Smith, born August 6,
1887 in Chicago, passed away in Lancaster,
Pa., September 2 1 , 1963. She was the eldest
daughter of the late John W . a n d Mary Smith,
better known as "Mother Smith."
She is survived by four sisters and four
brothers. Two sisters preceded her in death.
She assisted in the work of the Chicago Mission
for more than forty years. H e r role as teacher
and superintendent of the Junior Department
of the Sunday school for the full forty years,
gave great opportunity to touch the fives of
many young people. She possessed a rare gift
of teaching and story telling, making Bible
stories live for eager young people. She also
served as organist for the choir and church
services. Until shortly before her passing she
maintained the old family home at 532 W .
60th Place, Chicago.
Funeral services were held from Lain's F u neral Home, her pastor, Carl J. Carlson assisted by Rev. Erwin W . Thomas, officiated.
Burial was in the Mt. Hope Cemetery.
WHITSON—Billy G. Whitson, b o m in Oakman, Alabama, passed away b y car accident in
Bedford County, Pa., May 5, 1963.
He is survived by his wife and four children.
Final resting place was in the Riverside Cemetery, Norristown, Pa., with Rev. E . C. Flewelling officiating.

MOGAkws:
15 VOLUNTEERS GOING TO H A I T I
TO H E L P REBUILD A COMMUNITY
AKRON, PA. ( M C C ) — A fifteen-man

Mennonite

Disaster Service team, recruited from various
parts of the United States, is scheduled to fly
to Haiti Wednesday, October 30, for two
months to build n e w homes in a community of
(Continued on page sixteen)

Evangelical Visitor

W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
SOUTHERN

RHODESIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Matopo Book Room: P.O. Box 554,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Heisey

Bulawayo,

Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Rev. and Mrs. Mervin A. Brubaker
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann*
Miss Miriam Frey*
Ronald Garling*
Miss Nancy Kreider
Miss Erma Lehman
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 225T,
wayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Fredric L. Holland
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien

Bula-

Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M,
wayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Rosenberger*
Miss Miriam Heise
Miss Ruth Hock
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Edith E. Miller
Miss Lois Jean Sider*
Miss Edna M. Switzer

Bula-

Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern
Miss Ruth Gettle*
Miss Evelyn Noel
Mtshabezi Outstations: Private Bag
102M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Phumula Mission Hospital: P. O.
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman

Tjolotjo,

Wanezi Mission: Private Bag I29S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Ginder
Miss Mary C. Engle
Samuel King"
Miss Martha Lady
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag 129S, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Wanezi Outstations: Private Bag 129S, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Ginder
Youngways Hostel (for missionary children):
40 Leander
Avenue,
Hillside,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Miss Donna Zook*
NORTHERN RHODESIA

N. R. Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box
Choma, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
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Choma Secondary School: P. O. Box 139,
Choma, Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Miss Anna Kettering
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar Fretz
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Fannie Longenecker
Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Macha Mission Hospital: Private Bag
llxc,
Choma, Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Mary E. Heisey
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Mr. Stephen Fisher*
James Shelley*
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Keith Ulery
Miss Gladys Lehman
ON LOAN T O C H U R C H O F S W E D E N
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman
Mnene Mission Hospital
Mnene, Via Belingwe,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
*1-W and voluntary service
India
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. Arthur L. Pye, Acting Field Superintendent
Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipura Mission: P . O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Banmankhi Mission: P.O. Banmankhi, N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider (residence)
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
V. P., India
Miss Mary E . Stoner
Japan
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
1179 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
33-21 1 Chome, Shinmachi, Fuchu shi, Tokyo
To, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill
827 2 Chome Morino, Machida-Shi,
Tokyo,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, Box 111, Grantham,
Pa.

Missionaries on Furlough
Miss Kathryn Hossler, 103 N.
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Hanover,

Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle, Grantham,
Pa.
•Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter, c/o A.
H. Buckwalter, 953 Arrow Hwy., Upland, Calif.
Rev. and Mrs. Amos Dick, Box 185, Silverdale, Penna.
Miss Mildred Myers, R. 2, Greencastle, Pa.,
c/o Charles Myers.
Miss Anna Graybill, c/o Mrs. Sara Graybill,
R. 2, Hershey, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey, Box 561,
Englewood, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke, P. O. Box
142, Pleasant Hill, Ohio
Miss Norma Brubaker, 103 N. Hazel St.,
Manheim, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith, 1307 Waterloo
St., Los Angeles 26, Calif.
Rev. and Mrs.
Grantham, Penna.

Donald

Zook,

Box

116,

Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman, 606
Water Street, Florin, Pa. (Tel. Mt. Joy 6539456)
Brethren in Christ Personnel Serving Under
and Supported by Other Organizations
Shirley Bitner, H. 29 Kailash Colony, New
Delhi 14, India. (YFC, Regions Beyond Missions)
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o Trans
World Radio, Box 141, Monte Carlo, Monaco
(Trans World Radio)
Miss Hazel P. Compton, Broadwell Hospital,
Fatehpur, U. P., India (Women's
Missionary
Union)
Miss Anna R. Engle, Brook House, Brook
Street, Brooklyn, Pretoria, South Africa (Evangelical Alliance Mission)
Miss Beulah Heisey, Village—Tsakones, Aridea—Nomos Pellis, Greece (Mennonite
Central
Committee)
Dr. Henry L. Kreider, CCSA, Commune
Mechira, par Chateaudun de Rummel, Dept
Constantine, Algeria (Mennonite Central Committee)
Miss Lois Raser, Miss Harriet Trautwein,
APO 24, San Juanito, Chihuahua, Mexico
(Mexican Evangelistic
Mission)
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wingert, B.P. 461,
Usumbura, Burundi, Africa (World Relief Commission)

Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST W O R L D MISSIONS

P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045

Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
Contributions to Peace, Relief and
Service Committee
send to:
Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Ave.,
Mt. Joy, Pa.
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1,500 which was almost completely destroyed
by Hurricane Flora.
All the buildings, except one, in this little
town near Jacmel, were battered to the ground
by the relentless Flora, which was said to be
the Caribbean's worst storm in a century.
This is the second time within a few weeks
that MDS has been requested to recruit skilled
volunteers for overseas disaster service. Earlier
in October three men were sent to Yugoslavia to
help in Skopje's rebuilding program.
The team is being sent to Haiti on the
recommendation of Ivan Martin, North American MDS chairman, and Arlin Hunsberger,
MCC director in Haiti, who together surveyed
the disaster area during the week of October
14. They suggested that the team consist primarily of masons, but that carpenters and one
or two cooks would also be needed.
Approximately 150 tons of building supplies
and equipment will be shipped to Haiti by
MCC for the building program. The shipment
is to leave New York October 25 and arrive
at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, November 1.
The project will b e administered by the Voluntary Service department, which already has
community development and medical work in
Haiti.
The emergency assistance program is expected to cost approximately $10,000. Some
of this money is available from funds which
have been established for emergencies such as
this, but additional funds will be needed. Contributions for Haiti disaster service should be
sent through the regular relief and service
channels.
T w o CANADIANS W I L L LOOK
AT CUBA STORM D A M A G E

KITCHENER, ONT. (MCC)—Harvey Taves, di-

rector of the Canadian MCC office, and Elven
Snyder, a Canadian missionary serving on the
Caribbean island of Puerto Rico, leave for
Cuba Sunday, October 20, to survey the damage caused by Hurricane Flora and to seek
ways in which Canadian Mennonites can assist the disaster victims.
Cuba's Oriente province suffered extensive
loss of life and property damage when Flora
crossed and recrossed it early in October.

AfewsftmtA
ROSELL IN Los

ANGELES CRUSADE

LOS ANGELES (EP)—Evangelist Merv Rosell
will conduct a nine-day Holiday Crusade at the
Church of the Open Door, in downtown Los
Angeles, beginning November 23 and continuing through December 1.
The Crusade will be the third in recent
years for Rosell and his team in the 4,000 seat
auditorium. Dr. J. Vernon McGee is pastor of
the church which recently completed an extensive renovating program.
Assisting Rosell in the Thanksgiving week
crusade will be tenor Norman Nelson; Karl
Steele, "black light" artist; Howard Skinner,
baritone and accompanist; Ted Nichols, church
music director; Cy Jackson, coordinator; and
H. Edward Rowe, assistant pastor, who is directing the crusade planning sessions.
METHODIST, BRETHREN MERGER
PLAN ADVANCES

CHICAGO ( E P ) — A plan to merge The Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren Church into a new "United Methodist
Church" was adopted here at a meeting of
union commissions from the two denominations.
The plan, formulated after conversations over
the last eight years, could take effect by 1968
if approved by the two churches. At present,
Methodists number 10.234,986 members; membership in the E.U.B. Church is 761,754.
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Seven active E.U.B. bishops, Methodist
bishops from each of the denomination's six
jurisdictions, and lay and clerical leaders from
the two bodies attended the meeting here.
A draft of the constitution of the proposed
new Church will be distributed to leaders of
the two denominations and the union commissions will meet again in Nashville, Tenn.,
on Dec. 12-13, to refine the plan.
The proposal then will be submitted to the
1964 Methodist General Conference, at Pittsburgh, Pa., next April 26. If approved by a
two-thirds majority vote at the General Conference, the plan will be submitted to Methodist annual conferences for ratification.
The ratification procedure will be deferred,
however, it was reported, until the 1966 General Conference of the E.U.B. Church has an
opportunity to act.
KOINONIA

FARMS

Long a favorite target of local segregationists, the interracial Christian community established by the Rev. Clarence Jordan at Koinonia Farm, Americus, Ga., is facing even more
difficult days. In a recent report, Mr. Jordan
writes: "The past year has been one of deep
searching as to whether or not to continue here."
Frequent bombings and shooting frays at the
farm's buildings and fruit and vegetable stands
have caused several members to give up so
that "our group is now so small that the burdens carried by the remaining few are very
heavy," says Mr. Jordan. Support for the
community comes exclusively from the nationwide sale of shelled pecan nuts and homemade fruit cake. Following a crop failure last
year, however, "the largest pecan crop in history" is expected this year, he reports.
Koinonia Farm made its facilities available
to members of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC)
for some
months, says Mr. Jordan, before they were
finally arrested. Three whites and one Negro,
now in Sumter County jail charged with insurrection, are being held without bond. The
report continues: "Over 200 Negro young people have been arrested in the county and some
accounts of their treatment are reminiscent
of the infamous Civil War prison in Andersonville, also located in this county."
The Sumter County Movement, Box 9 1 ,
Americus, is seeking to help them, says Mr.
Jordan, and "we have done what little we
could to aid in the struggle for freedom for

all."

NSSA CONVENTION

The 18th annual National Sunday School
Convention closed October 4 in Buffalo, New
York and thousands of Sunday School workers
returned to their local churches better equipped
to their respective roles in the rapidly expanding field of Christian education.
The convention, headquartered in Buffalo's
Memorial Auditorium and Statler-Hilton Hotel
attracted well over 5,000 registered delegates
with many more attending the mass meetings
held morning, afternoon and evening during
the three-day conclave.
The second largest Sunday School convention in history attracted 3,185 registered delegates from New York State. Pennsylvania was
second in total registrations with 536 followed
by Ohio with 282. Canada registered 406 delegates and the distant states of Washington,
California, Arizona and Texas were also well
represented. A total of 99 denominations were
represented and for the first time in any Sun-

day School convention, a group of pastors and
workers among the deaf representing several
denominations and geographic areas took part
in convention activities.
E V O N HEDLEY JOINS W O R L D VISION

Evon Hedley, former Executive Director of
Youth for Christ International, has joined
World Vision, Inc., as Director of Development
for the missionary service agency with headquarters in Pasadena, California.
Dr. Bob Pierce, President of World Vision,
said Hedley's new association with the nonprofit organization was a "return home." In
1950 while living in Brantford, Ontario, Hedley helped organize World Vision of Canada
and has since worked closely with World Vision in an advisory capacity.
His new responsibilities will take him away
from the office approximately half the time
seeking support for World Vision's many projects. They include the support of more than
20,000 orphans in 18 countries; channeling of
emergency aid overseas through mission agencies established on the field; sponsoring of
evangelistic crusades in key cities of the world
and conducting conferences for pastors in remote areas of earth to help the national
church in an outreach to its own people.
JONAH STORY APPEALS TO GERMANS

ELKHART, IND.—"The story of Jonah is not
dead!" This was testified to recently when
Samuel Gerber, speaker and director of the
German Mennonite broadcast, had a series on
the Book of Jonah. The messages have since
been printed in book form by the Agape Press.
Here are two letters from listeners: "I thank
you very, very heartily for sending the messages
on the Book of Jonah. I always had difficulty
understanding this book; every sermon on it is
somewhat different.
Now it has become
clearer to me, which not only gives me much
happiness, but leads me to think of my own
life."
An East German listener writes: "Through
your messages I have really learned again to
appreciate the Bible (especially the Book of
Jonah) and to draw strength from it."
"EVERY T E E N IN C H U R C H "

Sunday, November 24, has been designated
as "Every Teen in Church Sunday" by Youth
for Christ International, Wheaton, Illinois. The
special clay when teenagers will be encouraged
to attend church will be the climax of National
Youth for Christ Week, which begins on November 18.
Youth for Christ will promote church attendance by teenagers through its nearly 300 local
programs and its 3,200 high school and junior
high YFC Clubs.
Dr. Carl J. Bihl, President of Youth for
Christ International, explained the purpose of
the special effort in these words: "Of course we
prefer that teenagers go to church every Sunday of the year, but as a group they do not
attend, according to most surveys. As our local
man across North America make this special
effort to get the young people of their cities
and towns to attend the churches of their
areas, we believe that we will be helping the
pastors, the teenagers and our nation.
"We believe that a young person who stays
away from church cannot possibly realize his
full potential as an individual and as a useful
citizen. It takes that extra spiritual dimension
that comes only as the young person comes
face to face with his Saviour, Jesus Christ."

